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Duty Shift Stipends

Stipend checks/deposits will be available to you on the dates shown below:
October Stipends
11/18 (Friday)

November Stipends
12/20 (Tuesday)

December Stipends
01/20 (Friday)

If I missed your birthday or your NLFR anniversary, please let me know. Lois

November Birthdays
01

03

17

Danielle Clanton
EMT
Station 1300
KrieAnn Kudar
District Clerk
Station 1400
Ashley Skiles
Support Services

Years of Service
(November 2016)
Don Baker—22 Years
Fire Chief
Station 1600
Greg Keyte—16 Years
Firefighter / Paramedic
Station 1500
Julia Smith—2 Years
Firefighter / EMR
Station 1300

Other November Birthdays:
November 2, 1734- Daniel Boone, Kentucky
frontiersman
November 18, 1923- Alan Shepard, astronaut,
first American in space
November 18, 1928 - Mickey Mouse's Birthday

Thank you for your service to NLFR
and the community! (Lois)
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From the Maintenance Division
Minitor 6 Pager Information

(Everything you always wanted to know
about the Minitor 6 pager)
Greetings to the guild, or at least those utilizing the Minitor
6 pagers. In about 2 more years, perhaps even less,
Motorola will not be supporting the Minitor 5 pagers, so we
are slowly integrating the Minitor 6 pagers in their
place. These have some interesting capabilities, up to 5
separate frequencies can be installed, selected tones and
alarms such as vibrate, monitor, scan, silent scan, and
tone with vibrate, not too unlike the Minitor 5 systems.

and while the carrier is still active, milliseconds will pass
and the second call’s set of tones be tossed on the airwaves, and whomever it was meant for will have their
particular pager open for the message. It is rare, but when
things are really hopping in the county, this sort of “event”
will happen. Not to worry.

The Minitor 6 has the following features:
 record a call
 review a call
 hear the numerical sequence in which it was received
 work forward or backwards though the register if you
are looking for a certain call for reviewing
However, the user will often hear the pager capture only a  You can turn the pager off, and when you turn it back
on, it will still retain the previous registry of calls, that
partial set of tones, and here is the reason why. Our other
counterpart fire departments often have either the first or
is until you press both arrows on the display for a full
second, then you will hear it “say” xx calls have been
second tone we have selected for our signaling
erased.
needs. The user needs to remember that these and all
tones are sent from the simulcast system, not only by
 The audio is very good for this model
Station 50, but also from WVCC. Here is where the plot
 Battery indicator is also on the top of the case like it
thickens.
was on the Minitor 5.

There is a reset “soft key” on one side of the case,
When Depoe Bay, Newport, or any of the other agencies
which if not pressed to reset the pager to listen ONLY
get dispatched, those tones are sent from WVCC. Our
for NLFR tones, you will hear e-v-e-r-y t-h-i-n-g else in
pager is set to the very same Fire 1 frequency as are the
regards to other departments getting their dispatchother departments, and the only discriminating part of the
es. If you only want to hear our tone sets, press the
system is the reception in the pager program that is listenround reset soft key on the side.
ing to capture a certain tone. If it captures the first or
 The battery is a better positive lock than the Minitor 5
second tone that would be partial of a set that we have
system, but the charge buttons at the bottom are more
assigned, it will only catch that particular tone, then quit
exposed to the elements and anything else the user
receiving. You will hear the pager “say” message XX,
might get into. Please wipe off the charge button area
capture the tone, then shut off. IF you have hit the reset
on the bottom of the pager before inserting it into the
on the side of the pager after the last NLFR call, this
charger base.
shouldn’t be a problem, but if you don’t do the reset, you
will hear “stuff”.
Controls are the same:
“A” = anytime, all the time if you are a tone junky
So, you’re not missing a call for NLFR if you hear the
above noted phrase, it’s only doing what it’s designed to
“B” = Bedtime. This will only allow you to hear the medical
do, and working quite well. If you are really, really worried, tones, all call tones and the unusual event tones.
move the channel selector to “C” and listen for any radio
“C” = Curious. You see trucks blazing by in a hurry, switch
traffic. No traffic, no worries.
to “C” and check for radio chatter!
When we were told to develop the tone sets for the entire
BY the way, should we lose the simulcast system,
county departments, because of the range of the tones
“acceptable” to our ears, being not drastically high or low, Station 50 will advise all to switch to “C” for regular
but hearable in most noisy conditions, practically all of the operations. You will hear the original set of tones, and
departments share a tone from our group, thus the partial voice information.
capture in the memory. There are three distinct sets of
“D”, = Dinnertime. Or any other time you don’t want to hear
tones that all departments will hear—Unusual Events,
the tones, instead have the volume turned down to a low
Rope Rescue Team, and Fire Investigation Team. All
grumble, and when a call happens, and the pager vibrates,
pagers in the county are set up with the Unusual Event
turn up the volume to hear the intention. If you miss the
tone; this is set off by the County Emergency Services
call, hit the center playback, and you will hear the initial
Coordinator for whatever reason. Limited pagers will have information again.
the rope rescue and fire investigation team tone sets.
That’s it!
It is rare but it you are listening to Fire 1, and the first
dispatch agency has set off a call for a department, it is not Next month, “How to Interpret Cricket Songs by District
unusual for another dispatch to crack their microphone and Maintenance Chief Dave McKee, Cricket Whisperer! “The
you will actually hear them talking that they have to wait for Darker side of NLFR Maintenance”
the carrier to finish the last message to department XX,
David
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Snap-on Work Lights
Each light must be fully charged every 30 days
per manufacture recommendations. Each light
has two settings. On the first level, the very
brightest, it will last for 4 hours. If used on the
second level of brightness, it will last for 8 hours.
Each light was charged for 8 hours out of the box,
so the actual recharge time may vary by the
amount of use. This is a Li-Ion battery, so it must
be always be fully charged.

There is a tiny LED light off to the very bottom:
GREEN = fully charged
Flashing GREEN 50% battery life remaining
steady in color = over 50% charge to work
with.
RED = charging or needs to be charged
Flashing RED = less than 10% charge
remains, so you might consider stretching out the
special extension cord shown in picture Number
2.
Next to that LED is a small USB port that can also
be used to take a charge from for cell phones or
other items needing a charge. Remember, this
will decrease the actual use time for the light in
the field.
There is also an adjustable stand in the form of
an open frame on the backside of the light, and
has only one adjustment knob. Please assure
the small charge port cap is firmly in place after
any recharge operation.
There are 70 white LEDs that give off up to 2,500
lumens of light when in operation. Each light is
approximately $300 each, and have not been
used in rescue type operations before. However,
due to their size and efficiency, they have been
purchased to augment current portable scene
lighting.
FF Ryan Schlecht recommended them and uses
Snap-on products personally as a mechanic for a
local shop.
There is one light each assigned to Rescue 1231,
Rescue 1537, and Ladder 1657. There is a oneyear warranty covering defects in material and
workmanship only.
Submitted by Captain DL Clark
NLFR Maintenance.
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CONFINED SPACE Finds Room in NLF&R Training
Submitted by Captain Jim Kusz

OSHA uses the term “permit-required confined
space” (permit space) to describe a confined space
that has one or more of the following characteristics:

We know our District has been growing in population,
construction and in the last two decades over twice the  contains or has the potential to contain a hazardous
number of calls. Our call volume has grown to over
atmosphere
2,200 calls in recent years. EMS, MVC's, Water Rescue,
County Rope Rescue and Fire calls have also grown, not  contains a material that has the potential to engulf
to mention the natural gas, individuals trapped in elevaan entrant
tors or agency assist calls. This urban and rural growth
also means our mission has grown.
 has walls that converge inward or floors that slope
downward and taper into a smaller area which
Recently, a survey revealed a hidden aspect of decades
could trap or asphyxiate an entrant
of growth…..more and more confined spaces. Around
us, and beneath us, are areas that provide access to
 contains any other recognized safety or health
workers for pool, electrical, gas, water, and other
hazard, such as unguarded machinery, exposed
facilities maintenance. These confined space areas
live wires, or heat stress
belong to private and public facilities and when asked
what their protocol is for rescue in these type of emer- Soon, DC Jamie Mason will be overseeing construction
gencies, most answered, "We’ll call 911".
of the confined space training prop under the grounds
south of the St. Clair Station.
A Confined Space has limited or restricted means for
entry or exit and is not designed for continuous
Training has already begun with familiarization of some
occupancy. Confined Spaces include, but are not limited of the rescue items purchased through the $10,500
to, underground vaults, tanks, vessels, silos, storage
grant from the Siletz Tribe and Chinook Winds Casino
bins, hoppers, vaults, pits, manholes, tunnels, equipResort.
ment housings, ductwork, pipelines, etc.
Many workplaces contain spaces that are considered
“confined” because their configurations hinder the
activities of employees who must enter, work in, and
exit them. A confined space has limited or restricted
means for entry or exit, and it is not designed for
continuous employee occupancy.
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Completing the
360-Degree Size-Up
Train firefighters for success by having them physically
perform 360-degree size-ups at every training scenario.
However, in order to build “Team Situational Awareness”
I propose instructors add a second component to completing the size-up – communicating the size-up has
been completed and a radio report of what was observed. As noted in previous articles, even the absence
Situational awareness starts
of clues and cues is important information to be shared
with capturing clues and cues in your environment
to build situational awareness. The person who com(perception) and then understanding what those clues
pletes the size-up should provide a radio report that
and cues mean (comprehension). At a structure fire the
starts with “Upon completion of the 360-degree size up…
process of capturing information should involve a com(and complete the report).” As important as completing
plete 360-degree size-up of the scene. Many departthe size-up is training on what to look for and what to
ments have policies that stipulate the completion of a
report.
360-degree size up. Yet, for some reason, it’s not always ACTION ITEMS
done. This article provides an explanation why that might
happen and how to fix the problem.
I have previously written about how training sets up firefighters for success or failure. I speak to this phenomenon frequently in my safety program. Here’s an example
Here are some action items to imof how first responders might be trained for failure as it
prove situational awareness:
relates to size ups.
While conducting a structure fire training scenario an in-  Ensure there is a policy that requires 360-degree
structor has two options for how to train firefighters about size-ups.
conducting a 360-degree size-up. The instructor can
simply talk about completing a 360-degree size up. If this  Ensure 360-degree size-ups are built into training
approach is taken, the firefighters will nod their heads as evolutions… every time.
 Train firefighters on what to look for during the sizea sign of understanding. Some may even become frustrated because the instructor is “talking down” to the fire- up (present AND absent clues).
fighters by stating the obvious. Alternatively, the instruc- When a company officer completes a 360-degree sizetor might require the firefighters to physically complete
up, have it announced over the radio: “Upon completion
the 360-degree size-up by walking around the structure. of the 360-degree size up, we have…”
Again, firefighters may become frustrated because it
1. Does your first arriving officer always complete a 360seems like a waste of time to walk around a structure the degree size up? If the answer is yes, how do you know it
firefighters know so well.
was done?
Under stress, humans perform based on habits devel2. What clues and cues (both present and absent) would
oped through repetition. Further, stress can impact the
you look for while completing a 360-degree size-up to
brain’s ability to comprehensively recall verbal instruchelp you form a strong situational awareness about what
tions. This has been tested many times in research stud- is happening?
ies and I suspect it has played out many times at fire
3. What clues and cues (both present and absent) might
scenes as well. And most importantly, muscles do not
indicate the fire should be defensive versus offensive
learn from verbal instructions. Muscles learn from muscle attack?
movement. If the muscles aren’t moving in training, they
Situational Awareness Matters is simple:
aren’t learning.
Help first responders see the bad things
Chief Gasaway’s Advise
coming… in time to change the outcome.

Safety begins with SA!

“This article is reprinted with permission from the Situational Awareness Matters! website. To learn more, visit: www.SAMatters.com”
Dr. Gasaway is widely considered to be one of the nation's leading authorities on human factors, situational awareness and
the decision making processes used in high stress, high consequence work environments. His work has been chronicled in
more than 450 books, book chapters, journals and website articles and he has delivered more than 4,000 presentations to
over 43,000 first responders, business leaders and industrial professionals worldwide. Dr. Gasaway served over 30 years in
fire, EMS, rescue and emergency management and held positions of firefighter, EMT-paramedic, lieutenant, captain,
assistant chief and fire chief in 6 emergency service organizations in West Virginia, Ohio and Minnesota.
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NLFR 2016-2017 Firefighter 1 Academy Course Schedule
(November & December Classes)
11/01/2016

1800—2130

Fire Streams

11/03/2016

1800—2130

Fire Streams

11/08/2016

1800—2130

Forcible Entry / Water Rescue Intro

11/10/2016

1800—2130

Ropes & Knots / EMS Intro

11/15/2016

1800—2130

11/17/2016

1800—2130

Haz-Mat Ops
(Online Haz-Mat Certificate Required)
Haz-Mat Ops

11/19/2016
SATURDAY
11/22/2016

0800—1700

Haz-Mat Ops
NO CLASSES—THANKSGIVING WEEK

11/24/2016

NO CLASSES—THANKSGIVING WEEK

11/29/2016

1800—2130

Fire Control / Fire Extinguishers

12/01/2016

1800—2130

Live Fire Training

12/06/2016

1800—2130

Live Fire Training

12/08/2016

1800—2130

Salvage and Overhaul

12/13/2016

1800—2130

NFPA Driver

12/15/2016

1800—2130

NFPA Driver

12/17/2016
SATURDAY
12/20/2016

0800—1700

NFPA Driver Cone Course
NO CLASSES—CHRISTMAS WEEK

12/22/2016

NO CLASSES—CHRISTMAS WEEK

12/27/2016

1800—2130

Traffic Incident Management

12/29/2016

1800—2130

Flagging

Message to: Connor Anderson, Michala Barton, Shanna Cox, Candice Dickson,
Message
to:Konecny,
Connor Anderson,
Michala
Barton,
Shanna
Cox,
Candice
Samantha
Samantha
Lexxie Lopez,
Mayra
Lopez,
Jerry
Sneed,
and Dickson,
Joseph Waialeale
Konecny, Lexxie Lopez, Mayra Lopez, Jerry Sneed, and Joseph Waialeale

Getting closer and closer to Academy Graduation! Keep at it! You’ll make it!
Getting closer and closer to Academy Graduation! Keep at it!
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10 Commandments of an Effective Company Officer
by Steve Prziborowski

Submitted by KrieAnn Kudar

Continued from the October Size-Up

Commandment #8:
Have outstanding communication skills

Take the time to learn as much as you can about your personnel
so you can use the best leadership style to meet the needs of the
department and complete your necessary tasks. Put your personAs a company officer, you need to have outstanding communica- nel and the public you serve before yourself, and remember you
tion skills—oral communication, written communication and
are there to serve your personnel and serve your community.
interpersonal communication skills, all of which you will be
using on a daily basis. I firmly believe that communication skills,
just like leadership skills, can be learned and polished.

Commandment #10: Be the designated adult

Your department may not offer sufficient training in this area,
but you can still take time to work on being a better communicator. Your local community college should offer classes, and the
Internet is also a valuable resource. If you haven’t checked out
Toastmaster’s International, I encourage you to do so. Further,
listen to your personnel and your supervisor. Ask them how they
perceive your communication style, and ask for their advice for
improvement.
Another component of effective communication skills is keeping
your personnel and your supervisor informed as appropriate.
Don’t hold back information from your personnel or your supervisor that they may benefit from hearing. On the flip side, keep
confidential information confidential, but know when to let your
supervisor know of something that may have the potential to be
a significant issue to your department, jurisdiction and/or
community.
Be calm in the face of adversity, and remember that one wrong
word can doom you. In today’s world, where everything said and
done is instantaneously made public via social media, it is critical
to be on your best behavior and always represent yourself and
your department in the most positive way possible. Think twice
before you talk or act, and remember that you are never off
camera; somebody is always watching and waiting to critique
your actions and hold you accountable for what you did or did
not do.

Commandment #9:
Know the difference between supervision,
leadership and management
The terms supervision, leadership, and management are required
at one time or another by a company officer. A good phrase to
remember is that we lead people and we manage things. Have
excellent planning, time management, and organizational skills;
you’ll definitely need them as a company officer.
If you haven’t figured it out by now, your typical day as a
company officer may not be that typical. You need to expect to
be thrown curve balls and unexpected challenges, all while
having to continue to get the job done each and every day.
A company officer needs to be on their “A” game each and
every shift, no different than an airline pilot.
Know your leadership style(s) and when and how to use each
one. No one leadership style works for every person or situation.

Too many company officers get promoted or appointed and can’t
let go of the fact that they are no longer the buddy; they are now
the boss, the supervisor and, ultimately, the designated adult. A
day doesn’t go by where I don’t read an article that discusses a
situation where an on-duty firefighter does something illegal,
inappropriate, unethical or just plain wrong. The common
theme? The common theme is the lack of supervision and leadership, or more importantly, someone stepping up as the designated
adult.
If the negative situation occurred in a career department, then it
means there is a company officer (sometimes even a chief
officer) who is robbing the taxpayers of their hard-earned money
and fraudulently taking money for a job they are not doing.
Ouch. If the shoe fits. I don’t say that to be disrespectful or
second-guess anything. I say that because you look at these
negative public relations stories and they are hurting the fire
service in so many ways.
Be the company officer who is able to say no, knock it off or
stop. I know that sounds simple, but it’s not for many company
officers because they don’t want to discipline their friends or
their buddies. Well, if they truly were your friends, they wouldn’t
be putting you in a bad situation. And if they were your friends
and you had to discipline them, they would apologize to you
afterward for putting you into that position, and they would thank
you for the discipline, as you may have saved their career.
Other requirements that come with being the designated adult
include having integrity, being trustworthy, having high ethical
standards, being dependable, and knowing when to be a crewmember and when to be a supervisor. There is a time and place
to be a crewmember and to be a supervisor. As a company
officer, you are a supervisor 100 percent of the time, but a
portion of that time you can also be a crewmember. Times you
can be a crewmember are when you are preparing the important
daily meals, cleaning up after the important daily meal, doing
housework, reloading hose after a wet drill, or when you are
performing physical fitness with your crew.

In sum
Following the 10 commandments of an effective company
officer will help you be the best company officer you can be.
Why is that important? Because everyone expects you to be the
best company officer you can be, and that is why you were
promoted to the rank of company officer in the first place.
Nobody said leadership or being an effective company officer
was going to be fun or easy. If it were, everyone would be doing
it!
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Response in personally owned vehicles (POVs)
JSubmitted by: Captain J. Kusz, PIO & Safety Officer
Standard operating guidelines
When you respond to calls in personal vehicles, help
minimize the risk of death or injury by developing and
enforcing standard operating guidelines (SOGs).
These procedures should include, but not be limited
to, the following:

Managing the response in personally owned vehicles
(POVs)
Most volunteer emergency service departments rely
heavily on the ability of their members to respond to
calls, either to the scene or the station, in their
personal vehicles. North Lincoln Fire and Rescue is
clear when this is allowed in SOG 23.2, 23.5 & 23.7;
which basically states: “Do not response to scene
POV, go to the station, unless the scene is between
you and a station.”
In most cases this is not the case. The equipment in
your car or truck most likely will not be adequate in a
fire, medical or any other emergency. It is best to
drive to the station and get the proper vehicle for the
job.
The most significant risk associated with volunteers
responding in their personal vehicles is that they may
operate them as if they are emergency vehicles. In
your personal vehicle, you cannot operate the same
as an emergency vehicle.
Motor vehicle laws
While motor vehicle laws vary from state to state, all
states address the issue of response in personally
owned vehicles similarly.
Personal vehicles are not emergency vehicles and
are not permitted the same, if any, exemptions to
motor vehicle laws. For example, while responding,
licensed District emergency vehicles may be allowed
to exceed the posted speed limit, move against the
normal flow of traffic, and proceed through a negative
intersection control device. However, volunteers
driving POVs are required to obey all applicable state
motor vehicle codes.
When asked why they volunteer, most members talk
about providing a service to their community or helping their neighbors. Not following motor vehicle laws
while operating a motor vehicle does not provide a
service to the community or help your neighbors. In
fact, it puts your neighbors at risk.










Volunteers responding in personal vehicles must
obey Oregon State motor vehicle laws.
Volunteers are not to use "courtesy lights", dash,
magnet and/or visor mounded lights, nor should
they use hazard flashers or flash their high beams
as a license to operate their personal vehicles as
if they are emergency vehicles.
Volunteers should "move over" in their POV's to
allow emergency vehicles to pass, and not follow
emergency vehicles to the scene or station.
Volunteers responding in personal vehicles should
never exceed the posted speed limit.
Volunteers responding in personal vehicles are to
come to a complete stop at all stop signs and red
traffic signals, and must wait for normal right-ofway before proceeding.
Volunteers must have personal auto liability
insurance with appropriate liability limits. This will
help protect not only the volunteer but also your
organization.

After every volunteer receives a written copy of the
Districts SOGs, they sign off that they received them
and understand them. Enforcement and progressive
discipline will be given to members who violates
procedures.

Firefighters responding to calls need to understand
that, first and foremost, they must arrive at the
emergency scene or the station safely in order to be
of any help to the public. Leaders must set the
example by responding appropriately because
members notice what their leaders do and follow that
lead.
Excepts in this article are from VFIS.
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November

Veteran’s
Day
History

November Birthstone: Topaz
November Flower: Chrysanthemum
Zodiac signs: Scorpio and Sagittarius
Throughout much of history, November has often been
thought of as a somber month because it signaled the start
of winter. People would spend the month storing up their
harvest and preparing their food and homes in order to
survive the winter.
Most, if not all, of
the leaves have
fallen off the trees
by the end of
November.

03—National Sandwich Day
06—Daylight Savings Time Ends (Fall Back one hour)
08—Election Day
11—Veteran’s Day
12—National Pizza Day
13—World Kindness Day
14—World Diabetes Day
16—International Day for Tolerance
17—Great American Smokeout
17—National Homemade Bread Day
17—National UnFriend Day
24—Thanksgiving Day
25—Black Friday
26—Small Business Saturday
28—Cyber Monday
29—Giving Tuesday
30—Stay at Home Because You are Well Day

Veteran’s Day seeks to honor and give thanks to all
the men and women who have served and are serving
in the US Armed Forces. Ceremonies are held across
the country at Veteran’s Hospitals, cemeteries, and
National Monuments.
At 11:00a.m. EST, the Veterans Day National
Ceremony is held at Arlington National Cemetery.
At this ceremony, the President of the United States,
or his assigned ambassador, places a wreath on the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. Veteran’s Day is
observed on November 11th each year.
In 1954, President Dwight D. Eisenhower issued a
proclamation urging the nation to support the Veteran’s
Day effort in any way possible.
During World War II, over 16 million men and women
served in the military. The war resulted in over
400,000 deaths.
“This nation will remain the land of the free
only so long as it is the home of the brave.”
Elmer Davis








American Indian Heritage Month
Good Nutrition Month
Aviation Month
American Diabetes Awareness Month
National Stamp Collecting Month
National Peanut Butter Lover's Month
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N OVEMBER 2016
Sun

Mon

1

Officer Training begins in November
on Thursdays 6pm to 9pm. Obtain
more info from DC Mason.

7

6
13

14

20

21

EMS Drill
Vehicle
Fam.

Tue

8

2

Wed

9

3

Thu

4

Fri

5

10

11

12

Sat

(6pm)

Association Mtg

15

16

17

18

19

22

23

24

25

26

Thanksgiving

Items shown on these calendars are subject to change.

27

28
Haz-Mat Training

29

30

December 2016
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Mark your calendars for the Toy/Food Delivery on Saturday—12/17
and for the Association’s Christmas Party that evening!

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5
Vehicle Fam
EMS Drill

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
Officer’s Choice

13

14

15

16

17 Toy/Food
Delivery and
Christmas Party

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
Christmas Eve

25
Christmas Day

26

27

28

29

30

31
New Year’s Eve

The Size-Up Newsletter is a publication of
North Lincoln Fire & Rescue District #1.
Lois Smith, NLFR Office Administrator,
is the editor of the newsletter.
Please direct any comments/suggestions
to LSMITH@NLFR.ORG.

Have you moved?
Has your phone number changed?
Do you need a document notarized? (free service!)
Do you have questions about LOSAP?
Do you have a contribution for the newsletter?
Call Lois at the St. Clair Station.

